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KEY=THE - PETERSEN MOHAMMAD
THE POP UP PARADIGM: HOW BRANDS BUILD HUMAN CONNECTIONS
IN A DIGITAL AGE
Lioncrest Publishing Gonzalez explains how companies can use temporary
retail to generate customer loyalty, understand new markets, and test
innovative concepts. She shows the seven most important ways that your
brand can beneﬁt from a pop-up ; why educating and empowering the
customer is often the best marketing tool ; where retail is going and how
to stay ahead of the curve ; and what to consider when launching a pop-up.

EMOTIONAL BRANDING: PLAYING WITH THE SENSES
A CONCEPTUAL APPROACH
diplom.de Inhaltsangabe:Abstract: The objective of this work is to show the
signiﬁcance of Emotional Branding as a marketing, brand design, and
communication instrument based on the changed business situation and
demanding customer needs. The ﬁve basic senses: taste, touch, sight,
sound, and smell shall be explained and set into relation to the brand
elements. A lot of marketers discuss about Emotional Branding as the
future approach without exactly knowing what this term contains. The aim
of this diploma thesis is the development of a conceptual approach in form
of a guideline with the key components to emotionalize brands, to give
them a face and a character in order to reach the overall aim: the
identiﬁcation of customers with the brand. The ﬁrst part of this work
provides the basic knowledge. It explains and deﬁnes in addition to the
basic terms brand and branding , terms like brand image , brand identity
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and brand equity . The second part describes the changes in buying
behavior, the changing needs and diﬀerent perceptions of today s
customers. The three main generations are explained to demonstrate the
need for Emotional Branding as a new kind of branding tool. Additionally
the explanations to hybrid buying behavior and smart shopping will show
the necessity of a positive brand experience and the change from Branding
to Emotional Branding. It gives a deﬁnition of Emotional Branding and a
short introduction to the instruments that can be used to support the
brand elements, which are closer explained in the main part. The
traditional marketing searches for new ideas. The aim is clear. Excitement
and experiences shall go along with attractive brand worlds. But how to
emotionalize communication? The third and main part shows in form of a
guideline how to create an incomparable brand image with the help of
tones, colors, scents etc. in combination with the brand elements. In this
context successful strong brands that were able to ﬁnd their way into the
consumers psyche and built up strong emotional relationships will be taken
as examples. Finally the last part is a critical reﬂection of the brands
playing with the consumers senses in order to inﬂuence their everyday life.
Moreover points are outlined that should be considered to support the
successful use of Emotional Branding. Inhaltsverzeichnis:Table of Contents:
1.Aim and Objective1 2.Methodology1 3.Abstract2 4.Introduction3 5.Brand
/ Branding5 5.1Deﬁnition [...]

BRANDS
MEANING AND VALUE IN MEDIA CULTURE
Routledge Drawing on rich empirical material, this revealing book builds up
a critical theory, arguing that brands have become an important tool for
transforming everyday life into economic value. When branding lifestyles
or value complexes onto their products, companies assume that consumers
desire products for their ability to give meaning to their lives. Yet, brands
also have a key function within managerial strategy. Examining the history
of audience and market research, marketing thought and advertising
strategy; the ﬁrst part of this book traces the historical development of
branding, whilst the second part evaluates new media, contemporary
management and overall media economics to present the ﬁrst systematic
theory of brands: the brand as a key institution in information capitalism.
It includes chapters on: consumption marketing brand management online
branding the brand as informational capital. Richly illustrated with case
studies from market research, advertising, shop displays, mobile phones,
the internet and virtual companies, this outstanding book is essential
reading for students and researchers of the sociology of media, cultural
studies, advertising and consumer studies and marketing.

POPULAR SCIENCE
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Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve
their technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and
our readers share: The future is going to be better, and science and
technology are the driving forces that will help make it better.

GLOBAL BUSINESS DRIVEN HR TRANSFORMATION: THE JOURNEY
CONTINUES (PRINT EDITION)
Lulu.com

PARADIGM SHIFTS IN BUSINESS DELIVERY INNOVATIVE
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Archers & Elevators Publishing House

DIGITAL AND SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING
EMERGING APPLICATIONS AND THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENT
Springer Nature This book examines issues and implications of digital and
social media marketing for emerging markets. These markets necessitate
substantial adaptations of developed theories and approaches employed in
the Western world. The book investigates problems speciﬁc to emerging
markets, while identifying new theoretical constructs and practical
applications of digital marketing. It addresses topics such as electronic
word of mouth (eWOM), demographic diﬀerences in digital marketing,
mobile marketing, search engine advertising, among others. A radical
increase in both temporal and geographical reach is empowering
consumers to exert inﬂuence on brands, products, and services.
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) and digital media are
having a signiﬁcant impact on the way people communicate and fulﬁl their
socio-economic, emotional and material needs. These technologies are also
being harnessed by businesses for various purposes including distribution
and selling of goods, retailing of consumer services, customer relationship
management, and inﬂuencing consumer behaviour by employing digital
marketing practices. This book considers this, as it examines the practice
and research related to digital and social media marketing.

BRANDING BETWEEN THE EARS: USING COGNITIVE SCIENCE TO BUILD
LASTING CUSTOMER CONNECTIONS
McGraw-Hill Education The new, game-changing way to build a “cognitive
brand” that connects with your customers in the deepest, most meaningful
ways Successful marketing is all about unlocking the door to peoples’
thoughts, feelings, memories, and fantasies. Tap into one or more of these,
and your brand will stick forever. In Branding Between the Ears, worldrenowned, marketing thought leader, Sandeep Dayal, shows you how to
leverage behavioral psychology, social anthropology, and neuroscience to
decode what goes on in consumer minds, and create eﬀective marketing
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strategies to build the kind of loyalty that fuels today’s brand giants. Dayal
reveals that most successful cognitive brands are architected around three
questions consumers ask themselves: •Does this brand give me good
vibes? •Does what this brand says make sense to me? •Will I be happier if I
buy this brand? These three factors, good brand vibes, brand sense and
brand resolve are the hidden mantra for designing empathetic brands that
push customers oﬀ the fence of indecision and indiﬀerence to fully engage
with and inevitably buy them. Branding Between the Ears reveals paradigm
shifts in building and executing brands that are informed by a burgeoning
body of research in brain sciences, and oﬀers a better way to make brands
that not just stand out, but connect with consumers and embed in their
thoughts inexorably to drive choice. Dayal is the marketing thought leader
who predicted that "consumer collaboration" would be the key factor in
winning people’s trust online and giving consumers control over their
personal information would be central to gaining their trust—issues that
are unfolding today. Now, with Branding Between the Ears he provides
equally prescient principles and new ideas for gaining the competitive
edge in a largely uncertain future and winning with cognitive power
brands.

ELEVATING THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE
THREE PATHS TO LOVE AND WORTH AT WORK
John Wiley & Sons Wall Street Journal bestseller Have you ever struggled to
feel worthy at work? Do you know or lead people who do? When Amelia
Dunlop ﬁrst heard the phrase "elevating the human experience" in a
leadership team meeting with her boss, she thought, "He is crazy if he
thinks we will ever say those words out loud to each other much less to a
potential client." We've been conditioned to separate our personal and
professional selves, but work is fundamental to our human experience.
Love and worth have a place in work because our humanity and authentic
identities make our work better. The acknowledgement of our intrinsic
worth as human beings and the nurturing of our own or another's growth
through love ultimately contribute to higher performance and
organizational growth. Now as the Chief Experience Oﬃcer at Deloitte
Digital, a leading Experience Consultancy, Amelia Dunlop knows we must
embrace elevating the human experience for the advancement and success
of ourselves and our organizations. This book integrates the ﬁndings of a
quantitative study to better understand feelings of love and worth in the
workplace and introduces three paths that allow individuals to create the
professional experience they desire for themselves, their teams, and their
clients. The ﬁrst path explores the path of the self, an inward path where
we learn to love ourselves when we show up for work, and examines the
obstacles that hinder us. The second path centers around learning to love
and recognize the worth of another in our lives, adding to the worth we
feel and providing a source of meaning to our lives. The third path
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considers the community of work and learning to love and recognize the
worth of those we meet every day at work, especially for those who may be
systematically marginalized, unseen, or unrepresented. Drawing on her
own personal journey to ﬁnd love and worth at work in her twenty-year
career as a management consultant, Amelia also weaves together insights
from philosophers, theologians, and sociologists with the stories of people
from diverse backgrounds gathered during her research. Elevating the
Human Experience: Three Paths to Love and Worth at Work is for anyone
who has felt the struggle to feel worthy at work, as well as for those who
have no idea what it may feel like to struggle every day just to feel loved
and worthy, but love people and lead people who do. It’s a practical
approach to elevating the human experience that will lead to important
conversations about values and purpose, and ultimately, meaningful
change.

CUSTOMER-CENTRIC MARKETING STRATEGIES: TOOLS FOR BUILDING
ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE
TOOLS FOR BUILDING ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE
IGI Global As customer orientation continues to gain importance in the
marketing ﬁeld, there has been a growing concern for organizations to
implement eﬀective customer centric policies. Customer-Centric Marketing
Strategies: Tools for Building Organizational Performance provides a more
conceptual understanding on customer-centric marketing strategies as well
as revealing the success factors of these concepts. This book will discuss
how to improve the organizations ﬁnancial and marketing performance.

HANDBOOK OF RESEARCH ON MANAGING AND INFLUENCING
CONSUMER BEHAVIOR
IGI Global In recent years, all types of businesses have increasingly focused
on the importance of the relationship with the customer. Customer
knowledge management has become a well-known term used in the
business and academic worlds for understanding how to control consumer
behavior. The Handbook of Research on Managing and Inﬂuencing
Consumer Behavior discusses the importance of understanding and
implementing customer knowledge management and customer relationship
management into everyday business workﬂows. This comprehensive
reference work highlights the changes that the Internet and social media
have brought to consumer behavior, and is of great use to marketers,
businesses, academics, students, researchers, and professionals.

THE FOURTH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION
Penguin UK The founder and executive chairman of the World Economic
Forum on how the impending technological revolution will change our lives
We are on the brink of the Fourth Industrial Revolution. And this one will
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be unlike any other in human history. Characterized by new technologies
fusing the physical, digital and biological worlds, the Fourth Industrial
Revolution will impact all disciplines, economies and industries - and it will
do so at an unprecedented rate. World Economic Forum data predicts that
by 2025 we will see: commercial use of nanomaterials 200 times stronger
than steel and a million times thinner than human hair; the ﬁrst transplant
of a 3D-printed liver; 10% of all cars on US roads being driverless; and
much more besides. In The Fourth Industrial Revolution, Schwab outlines
the key technologies driving this revolution, discusses the major impacts
on governments, businesses, civil society and individuals, and oﬀers bold
ideas for what can be done to shape a better future for all.

GLOBAL INNOVATION INDEX 2020
WHO WILL FINANCE INNOVATION?
WIPO The Global Innovation Index 2020 provides detailed metrics about the
innovation performance of 131 countries and economies around the world.
Its 80 indicators explore a broad vision of innovation, including political
environment, education, infrastructure and business sophistication. The
2020 edition sheds light on the state of innovation ﬁnancing by
investigating the evolution of ﬁnancing mechanisms for entrepreneurs and
other innovators, and by pointing to progress and remaining challenges –
including in the context of the economic slowdown induced by the
coronavirus disease (COVID-19) crisis.

HUMAN AND TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS TOWARDS THE SOCIOECONOMIC PARADIGM OF THE FUTURE, PART 3
Walter de Gruyter GmbH & Co KG This book determines the speciﬁc features of
socio-economic transformations of various spheres of the national economy
with a focus on the ﬁnancial system. It considers the development of
industrial holdings in the electric energy sphere and also studies the
inﬂuence of technology on ﬁsh farming in modern Russia. The global
factors of using digital technologies at the municipal level during creation
of "green" and "smart" cities are analyzed. The perspectives of
development of tourism in the digital economy from the positions of supply
and demand and are determined. The speciﬁcs of development of
agricultural production in the age of digital transformations by the
example of modern Russia are outlined, and "smart" agricultural platform,
which allows for multiple increase of the agro-industrial complex’s
eﬃciency, is developed. New possibilities and need in reformation of the
international monetary system in the conditions of the Fourth industrial
revolution are determined. The problems and perspectives of development
of Eurasian stock markets in the modern economic conditions under the
inﬂuence of wide distribution of digital technologies are systematized.
Speciﬁc features of the evolution of the forms of money – from gold to
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crypto currencies are – are distinguished. Speciﬁc features of
benchmarking of depreciation of currencies (inﬂation) under the inﬂuence
of globalization and regionalization of the international monetary system
are determined. The authors present a concept of the banking system of
the future in the conditions of macro-economic instability, which stimulates
ﬁnancial crisis management of the national economy, and determine the
role of banks in aggregation and redistribution of monetary resources in
economy in the context of digital transformations. Also, attention is paid to
social consequences of digital modernization of the ﬁnancial system –
transformation of human’s social life in the age of innovative banking is
shown. Eﬀectiveness of online banking, as a new form of payments that is
popular in the digital economy, is analyzed. The authors formulate
competencies that employees of banks of the future, which will function in
the digital economy, should have and study the perspectives of digitization
of the practice of tax administration based on technological processing and
analytics of Big Data by the example of experience of modern Russia, as
well as related transformation processes in the existing practice of the tax
system organization. A concept of organization and management of the
national tax system in the conditions of robotization of production and
consumption is developed, and the role of blockchain technologies in
improvement of the modern Russian tax system is determined. The
investment platform for the modern digital economy is oﬀered. As a result,
the scientiﬁc paradigm of formation of the digital ﬁnancial system in the
conditions of Industry 4.0 is formed.

THE ROLE OF LEADERSHIP IN BUILDING INCLUSIVE DIVERSITY IN
PUBLIC RELATIONS
Taylor & Francis This book focuses on the relationship between leadership
and diversity, inclusion and equity within the US public relations industry.
The authors argue that there is ample research evidence that diversity and
inclusion eﬀorts cannot succeed without leadership support that commits
to and assumes responsibility and accountability for the structural and
cultural changes required. Drawing on literature from three diﬀerent areas
– public relations, diversity and inclusion/equity in US societal and
organizational contexts and leadership – the authors build a conceptual
framework and model for inclusive leadership in public relations that
addresses industry dynamics. The book is timely as a resource for public
relations scholars and as a supplementary text for advanced courses in
public relations principles, theory, management, leadership and diversity.
It also provides practitioners theoretical guidance on how to improve
diversity, inclusion and equity in their organizations.

PROCESSES OF PREJUDICE
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THEORY, EVIDENCE AND INTERVENTION
THE FOURTH PARADIGM
DATA-INTENSIVE SCIENTIFIC DISCOVERY
Microsoft Press Foreword. A transformed scientiﬁc method. Earth and
environment. Health and wellbeing. Scientiﬁc infrastructure. Scholarly
communication.

STRENGTHENING FORENSIC SCIENCE IN THE UNITED STATES
A PATH FORWARD
National Academies Press Scores of talented and dedicated people serve the
forensic science community, performing vitally important work. However,
they are often constrained by lack of adequate resources, sound policies,
and national support. It is clear that change and advancements, both
systematic and scientiﬁc, are needed in a number of forensic science
disciplines to ensure the reliability of work, establish enforceable
standards, and promote best practices with consistent application.
Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States: A Path Forward
provides a detailed plan for addressing these needs and suggests the
creation of a new government entity, the National Institute of Forensic
Science, to establish and enforce standards within the forensic science
community. The beneﬁts of improving and regulating the forensic science
disciplines are clear: assisting law enforcement oﬃcials, enhancing
homeland security, and reducing the risk of wrongful conviction and
exoneration. Strengthening Forensic Science in the United States gives a
full account of what is needed to advance the forensic science disciplines,
including upgrading of systems and organizational structures, better
training, widespread adoption of uniform and enforceable best practices,
and mandatory certiﬁcation and accreditation programs. While this book
provides an essential call-to-action for congress and policy makers, it also
serves as a vital tool for law enforcement agencies, criminal prosecutors
and attorneys, and forensic science educators.

STAKEHOLDERS MATTER
A NEW PARADIGM FOR STRATEGY IN SOCIETY
Cambridge University Press The dominant shareholder-value model has led to
mismanagement, market failure and a boost to regulation, as spectacularly
demonstrated by the events surrounding the recent ﬁnancial crisis.
Stakeholders Matter challenges the basic assumptions of this model, in
particular traditional economic views on the theory of the ﬁrm and
dominant theories of strategic management, and develops a new
understanding of value creation away from pure self-interest toward
mutuality. This new 'stakeholder paradigm' is based on a network view,
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whereby mutuality enhances beneﬁts and reduces risks for the ﬁrm and its
stakeholders. The understanding of mutual value creation is
operationalized according to the license to operate, to innovate and to
compete. The book develops a vision for a strategy in society in which,
rather than the invisible hand of the market, it the visible hands of the ﬁrm
and the stakeholders that lead to an overall increase in the welfare of
society.

H2H MARKETING
THE GENESIS OF HUMAN-TO-HUMAN MARKETING
Springer Nature In H2H Marketing the authors focus on redeﬁning the role of
marketing by reorienting the mindset of decision-makers and integrating
the concepts of Design Thinking, Service-Dominant Logic and
Digitalization. It’s not just technological advances that have made it
necessary to revisit the way everybody thinks about marketing; customers
and marketers as human decision-makers are changing, too. Therefore,
having the right mindset, the right management approach and highly
dynamic implementation processes is key to creating innovative and
meaningful value propositions for all stakeholders. This book is essential
reading for the following groups: Executives who want to bring new
meaning to their lives and organizations Managers who need inspirations
and evidence for their daily work in order to handle the change
management needed in response to the driving forces of technology,
society and ecology Professors, trainers and coaches who want to apply
the latest marketing principles Students and trainees who want to prepare
for the future Customers of any kind who need to distinguish between
leading companies Employees of suppliers and partners who want to help
their ﬁrms stand out. The authors review the status quo of marketing and
outline its evolution to the new H2H Marketing. In turn, they demonstrate
the new marketing paradigm with the H2H Marketing Model, which
incorporates Design Thinking, Service-Dominant Logic and the latest
innovations in Digitalization. With the new H2H Mindset, Trust and Brand
Management and the evolution of the operative Marketing Mix to the
updated, dynamic and iterative H2H Process, they oﬀer a way for
marketing to ﬁnd meaning in a troubled world.

DATA: A GUIDE TO HUMANS
Unbound Publishing Data is humanity’s most important new resource. It has
the capacity to provide insight into every aspect of our lives, the planet
and the universe at large; it changes not only what we know but also how
we know it. Exploiting the value of data could improve our existence as
much as – if not more than – previous technological revolutions. Yet data
without empathy is useless. There is a tendency in data science to forget
about the human needs and feelings of the people who make up the data,
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the people who work with the data, and those expected to understand the
results. Without empathy, this precious resource is at best underused, at
worst misused. Data: A Guide to Humans will help you understand how to
properly exploit data, why this is so important, and how companies and
governments are currently using data. It makes a compelling case for
empathy as the crucial factor in elevating our understanding of data to
something which can make a lasting and essential contribution to your
business, your life and maybe even the world.

H2H MARKETING
THE GENESIS OF HUMAN-TO-HUMAN MARKETING
Springer In H2H Marketing the authors focus on redeﬁning the role of
marketing by reorienting the mindset of decision-makers and integrating
the concepts of Design Thinking, Service-Dominant Logic and
Digitalization. It’s not just technological advances that have made it
necessary to revisit the way everybody thinks about marketing; customers
and marketers as human decision-makers are changing, too. Therefore,
having the right mindset, the right management approach and highly
dynamic implementation processes is key to creating innovative and
meaningful value propositions for all stakeholders. This book is essential
reading for the following groups: Executives who want to bring new
meaning to their lives and organizations Managers who need inspirations
and evidence for their daily work in order to handle the change
management needed in response to the driving forces of technology,
society and ecology Professors, trainers and coaches who want to apply
the latest marketing principles Students and trainees who want to prepare
for the future Customers of any kind who need to distinguish between
leading companies Employees of suppliers and partners who want to help
their ﬁrms stand out. The authors review the status quo of marketing and
outline its evolution to the new H2H Marketing. In turn, they demonstrate
the new marketing paradigm with the H2H Marketing Model, which
incorporates Design Thinking, Service-Dominant Logic and the latest
innovations in Digitalization. With the new H2H Mindset, Trust and Brand
Management and the evolution of the operative Marketing Mix to the
updated, dynamic and iterative H2H Process, they oﬀer a way for
marketing to ﬁnd meaning in a troubled world.

SYMPOSIUM PROCEEDINGS - XV INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM
SYMORG 2016
RESHAPING THE FUTURE THROUGH SUSTAINABLE BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT AND ENTEPRENEURSHIP
University of Belgrade, Faculty of Organizational Sciences
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NO LOGO
TAKING AIM AT THE BRAND BULLIES
Macmillan An analysis of the invasion of our personal lives by logopromoting, powerful corporations combines muckraking journalism with
contemporary memoir to discuss current consumer culture

RESEARCH METHODS FOR BUSINESS STUDENTS
Pearson Education Brings the theory, philosophy and techniques of research
to life and enables students to understand the relevance of the research
methods. This book helps you learn from worked examples and case
studies based on real student research, illustrating what to do and what
not to do in your project.

HUMAN RESOURCE PLANNING
HR.
INVESTING IN CULTURAL DIVERSITY AND INTERCULTURAL DIALOGUE
UNESCO This report analyses all aspects of cultural diversity, which has
emerged as a key concern of the international community in recent
decades, and maps out new approaches to monitoring and shaping the
changes that are taking place. It highlights, in particular, the interrelated
challenges of cultural diversity and intercultural dialogue and the way in
which strong homogenizing forces are matched by persistent diversifying
trends. The report proposes a series of ten policy-oriented
recommendations, to the attention of States, intergovernmental and nongovernmental organizations, international and regional bodies, national
institutions and the private sector on how to invest in cultural diversity.
Emphasizing the importance of cultural diversity in diﬀerent areas
(languages, education, communication and new media development, and
creativity and the marketplace) based on data and examples collected from
around the world, the report is also intended for the general public. It
proposes a coherent vision of cultural diversity and clariﬁes how, far from
being a threat, it can become beneﬁcial to the action of the international
community.

THE BRAND MAPPING STRATEGY
DESIGN, BUILD, AND ACCELERATE YOUR BRAND
Entrepreneur Press A fundamental paradigm shift has occurred in marketing
and branding. Today the most successful CEOs, executives, entrepreneurs
and enterprises set their sites on developing a long-term platform instead
of a short-term strategy that supports and builds buzz for their personal or
business brand. That’s really the key to the new business mindset — the
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recognition that branding and marketing are an ongoing, steady stream of
small eﬀorts, not a series of gigantic pushes. Social media, blogging and
other business development activities — both online and oﬀ — are about
the persistent, ongoing process of building a platform, creating credibility
and increasing the number of people that you funnel into your potential
client and network pipeline. Converting those people into clients or fans
may take a month, a year or two years, but the new mindset leads you to
strategies that will keep that pipeline full. In short, you need to start a
bunch of small ﬁres to keep your brand burning hot. How can today’s CEOs,
executives and entrepreneurs keep these ﬁres going and powerfully get
their messages across, motivate others to action and be authentic — all
while simultaneously shepherding initiatives from creation to
implementation in high-demand markets? CEO, executive and team
branding are key factors that enable eﬀective leaders to achieve peak
performance, gain greater inﬂuence in their industries and generate
increased engagement within their companies. By creating a brand
(business or personal) by design instead of default, leaders and companies
bring their brand promise into every interaction across the board. A
personal, team or business brand is not just a single statement or a clever
quip but a multilayered, congruent narrative told across multiple channels
— online and oﬀ — within the organization and to the business community
at large. The power is in knowing how to tell the story. The book will
introduce CEOs and executives in Fortune 500 companies and
entrepreneurs in SMBs to the SMG Brand Mapping Process©, a process
that will guide them in creating personal, team and business brands that
work in harmony and parallel with each other.

THE EXPERIENCE ECONOMY
WORK IS THEATRE & EVERY BUSINESS A STAGE
Harvard Business Press Future economic growth lies in the value of
experiences and transformations--good and services are no longer enough.
We are on the threshold, say authors Pine and Gilmore, of the Experience
Economy, a new economic era in which all businesses must orchestrate
memorable events for their customers. The Experience Economy oﬀers a
creative, highly original, and yet eminently practical strategy for
companies to script and stage the experiences that will transform the
value of what they produce. From America Online to Walt Disney, the
authors draw from a rich and varied mix of examples that showcase
businesses in the midst of creating personal experiences for both
consumers and businesses. The authors urge managers to look beyond
traditional pricing factors like time and cost, and consider charging for the
value of the transformation that an experience oﬀers. Goods and services,
say Pine and Gilmore, are no longer enough. Experiences and
transformations are the basis for future economic growth, and The
Experience Economy is the script from which managers can begin to direct
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their own transformations.

REINVENTING ORGANIZATIONS
A GUIDE TO CREATING ORGANIZATIONS INSPIRED BY THE NEXT
STAGE OF HUMAN CONSCIOUSNESS
Lightning Source Incorporated Every time humanity has shifted to a new stage
of consciousness in the past, it has invented a new way to structure and
run organizations, each time bringing breakthroughs in collaboration. The
organizations researched for this book have already "cracked the code."
Their founders have fundamentally questioned every aspect of
management and have come up with entirely new organizational methods.
This book describes in practical detail how organizations large and small
can operate in this new paradigm.

THE FUTURE OF PRODUCTIVITY
OECD Publishing This book addresses the rising productivity gap between
the global frontier and other ﬁrms, and identiﬁes a number of structural
impediments constraining business start-ups, knowledge diﬀusion and
resource allocation (such as barriers to up-scaling and relatively high rates
of skill mismatch).

WORLD SOCIAL REPORT 2020
INEQUALITY IN A RAPIDLY CHANGING WORLD
United Nations This report examines the links between inequality and other
major global trends (or megatrends), with a focus on technological change,
climate change, urbanization and international migration. The analysis
pays particular attention to poverty and labour market trends, as they
mediate the distributional impacts of the major trends selected. It also
provides policy recommendations to manage these megatrends in an
equitable manner and considers the policy implications, so as to reduce
inequalities and support their implementation.

CONVERGENCE CULTURE
WHERE OLD AND NEW MEDIA COLLIDE
NYU Press “What the future fortunes of [Gramsci’s] writings will be, we
cannot know. However, his permanence is already suﬃciently sure, and
justiﬁes the historical study of his international reception. The present
collection of studies is an indispensable foundation for this.” —Eric
Hobsbawm, from the preface Antonio Gramsci is a giant of Marxian thought
and one of the world's greatest cultural critics. Antonio A. Santucci is
perhaps the world's preeminent Gramsci scholar. Monthly Review Press is
proud to publish, for the ﬁrst time in English, Santucci’s masterful
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intellectual biography of the great Sardinian scholar and revolutionary.
Gramscian terms such as “civil society” and “hegemony” are much used in
everyday political discourse. Santucci warns us, however, that these words
have been appropriated by both radicals and conservatives for
contemporary and often self-serving ends that often have nothing to do
with Gramsci’s purposes in developing them. Rather what we must do, and
what Santucci illustrates time and again in his dissection of Gramsci’s
writings, is absorb Gramsci’s methods. These can be summed up as the
suspicion of “grand explanatory schemes,” the unity of theory and
practice, and a focus on the details of everyday life. With respect to the
last of these, Joseph Buttigieg says in his Nota: “Gramsci did not set out to
explain historical reality armed with some full-ﬂedged concept, such as
hegemony; rather, he examined the minutiae of concrete social, economic,
cultural, and political relations as they are lived in by individuals in their
speciﬁc historical circumstances and, gradually, he acquired an
increasingly complex understanding of how hegemony operates in many
diverse ways and under many aspects within the capillaries of society.”
The rigor of Santucci’s examination of Gramsci’s life and work matches
that of the seminal thought of the master himself. Readers will be
enlightened and inspired by every page.

EXPERIENTIAL MARKETING
SECRETS, STRATEGIES, AND SUCCESS STORIES FROM THE WORLD'S
GREATEST BRANDS
John Wiley & Sons The most researched, documented, and comprehensive
manifesto on experiential marketing. As customers take control over what,
when, why, and how they buy products and services, brands face the
complete breakdown and utter failure of passive marketing strategies
designed more than a half-century ago. To connect with a new generation
of customers, companies must embrace and deploy a new marketing mix,
powered by a more eﬀective discipline: experiences. Experiential
marketing, the use of live, face-to-face engagements to connect with
audiences, create relationships and drive brand aﬃnity, has become the
fastest-growing form of marketing in the world as the very companies that
built their brands on the old Madison Avenue approach—including CocaCola, Nike, Microsoft, American Express and others—open the next chapter
of marketing. . . as experiential brands. Using hundreds of case studies,
exclusive research, and interviews with more than 150 global brands
spanning a decade, global experiential marketing experts Kerry Smith and
Dan Hanover present the most in-depth book ever written on how
companies are using experiences as the anchor of reinvented marketing
mixes. You’ll learn: The history and fundamental principles of experiential
marketing How top brands have reset marketing mixes as experiencedriven portfolios The anatomy of a brand experience The psychology of
engagement and experience design The 10 habits of highly experiential
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brands How to measure the impact of experiential marketing How to
combine digital and social media in an experiential strategy The
experiential marketing vocabulary How to begin converting to experiential
marketing Marketers still torn between outdated marketing models and
the need to reinvent how they market in today’s customer-controlled
economy will ﬁnd the clarity they need to reﬁne their marketing strategies,
get a roadmap for putting their brands on a winning path, and walk away
inspired to transition into experiential brands.

TRANSFORMATION IN TIMES OF CRISIS
EIGHT PRINCIPLES FOR CREATING OPPORTUNITIES AND VALUE IN THE
POST-PANDEMIC WORLD
Notion Press Winner of the International Business Book of the Year Award
2021 Winner of the Silver Stevie for Best Business Book “I wish I had
written this book!” – Philip Kotler, Father of Modern Marketing This urgent
and timely book by a visionary business practitioner, Nitin Rakesh, CEO,
Mphasis and award-winning academic, Jerry Wind, Lauder Professor
Emeritus, Wharton bridges the worlds of industry and academia to bring
you the knowledge that can help your business thrive even in a crisis. This
book is a gamechanger for businesses, large and small, enabling them to
customize and implement a winning strategy by using the book’s eight
principles and tools to seek out opportunities for long-term value creation
in a post-pandemic world. “I am sure other leaders will ﬁnd their book as
relevant as I did.” - Keith A. Grossman, President, Time Magazine
“Businesses either need to seize the opportunities created by that
disruption, or risk being left behind. Rakesh and Wind provide a smart
guide to the ﬁrst option.” - Alan Murray, CEO, Fortune “The authors of
Transformation in Times of Crisis provide a smart, tangible approach to
help companies emerge from crises, not only intact but stronger.”– Manny
Maceda, Worldwide Managing Partner, Bain & Co. “The eight principles in
this book form a great framework to change our mindset and focus on the
right implementation strategy to survive and succeed in the next normal.”
– Debjani Ghosh, President, NASSCOM

NASCENT ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND SUCCESSFUL NEW VENTURE
CREATION
IGI Global Entrepreneurship is the backbone of a strong economy. Necessitydriven entrepreneurs make up a large portion of the employed population
and analyzing their methods and habits oﬀers numerous beneﬁts for future
workers. Nascent Entrepreneurship and Successful New Venture Creation is
a valuable resource that delves into the current trends and methodologies
of recent entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial activities. Highlighting
relevant topics that include non-cognitive skills, intellectual capital
protection, regional development, and technology-based ﬁrms, this
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scholarly reference source is an ideal publication for business managers,
organizational leaders, professionals, and researchers that would like to
discover new insights into the world of entrepreneurship.

STRATEGIC INVESTMENTS IN INSTRUMENTATION AND FACILITIES FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIAL SAMPLE CURATION AND ANALYSIS
National Academies Press The United States possesses a treasure-trove of
extraterrestrial samples that were returned to Earth via space missions
over the past four decades. Analyses of these previously returned samples
have led to major breakthroughs in the understanding of the age,
composition, and origin of the solar system. Having the instrumentation,
facilities and qualiﬁed personnel to undertake analyses of returned
samples, especially from missions that take up to a decade or longer from
launch to return, is thus of paramount importance if the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) is to capitalize fully on the
investment made in these missions, and to achieve the full scientiﬁc
impact aﬀorded by these extraordinary samples. Planetary science may be
entering a new golden era of extraterrestrial sample return; now is the
time to assess how prepared the scientiﬁc community is to take advantage
of these opportunities. Strategic Investments in Instrumentation and
Facilities for Extraterrestrial Sample Curation and Analysis assesses the
current capabilities within the planetary science community for sample
return analyses and curation, and what capabilities are currently missing
that will be needed for future sample return missions. This report
evaluates whether current laboratory support infrastructure and NASA's
investment strategy is adequate to meet these analytical challenges and
advises how the community can keep abreast of evolving and new
techniques in order to stay at the forefront of extraterrestrial sample
analysis.

ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS PRIVACY ACT REFORM
HEARING BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE CONSTITUTION, CIVIL
RIGHTS, AND CIVIL LIBERTIES OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, ONE HUNDRED ELEVENTH CONGRESS,
SECOND SESSION, MAY 5, 2010
THE ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS PRIVACY ACT
PROMOTING SECURITY AND PROTECTING PRIVACY IN THE DIGITAL
AGE : HEARING BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY, UNITED
STATES SENATE, ONE HUNDRED ELEVENTH CONGRESS, SECOND
SESSION, SEPTEMBER 22, 2010
WHAT TO DO WHEN MACHINES DO EVERYTHING
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HOW TO GET AHEAD IN A WORLD OF AI, ALGORITHMS, BOTS, AND
BIG DATA
John Wiley & Sons “Refreshingly thought-provoking...” – The Financial Times
The essential playbook for the future of your business What To Do When
Machines Do Everything is a guidebook to succeeding in the next
generation of the digital economy. When systems running on Artiﬁcial
Intelligence can drive our cars, diagnose medical patients, and manage our
ﬁnances more eﬀectively than humans it raises profound questions on the
future of work and how companies compete. Illustrated with real-world
cases, data, and insight, the authors provide clear strategic guidance and
actionable steps to help you and your organization move ahead in a world
where exponentially developing new technologies are changing how value
is created. Written by a team of business and technology expert
practitioners—who also authored Code Halos: How the Digital Lives of
People, Things, and Organizations are Changing the Rules of Business—this
book provides a clear path to the future of your work. The ﬁrst part of the
book examines the once in a generation upheaval most every organization
will soon face as systems of intelligence go mainstream. The authors argue
that contrary to the doom and gloom that surrounds much of IT and
business at the moment, we are in fact on the cusp of the biggest wave of
opportunity creation since the Industrial Revolution. Next, the authors
detail a clear-cut business model to help leaders take part in this coming
boom; the AHEAD model outlines ﬁve strategic initiatives—Automate,
Halos, Enhance, Abundance, and Discovery—that are central to competing
in the next phase of global business by driving new levels of eﬃciency,
customer intimacy and innovation. Business leaders today have two
options: be swallowed up by the ongoing technological evolution, or ride
the crest of the wave to new proﬁts and better business. This book shows
you how to avoid your own extinction event, and will help you; Understand
the untold full extent of technology's impact on the way we work and live.
Find out where we're headed, and how soon the future will arrive Leverage
the new emerging paradigm into a sustainable business advantage Adopt a
strategic model for winning in the new economy The digital world is
already transforming how we work, live, and shop, how we are governed
and entertained, and how we manage our money, health, security, and
relationships. Don't let your business—or your career—get left behind.
What To Do When Machines Do Everything is your strategic roadmap to a
future full of possibility and success. Or peril.
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